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BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

Violence against children, including sexual exploitation and abuse, is estimated to affect millions of children worldwide and no country or region is ‘immune’. Child sexual exploitation and abuse happens to children in all socio-economic groups, of all educational levels, across all ethnic and cultural groups, and in all countries around the world. In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness of the gap in the global understanding of how boys are impacted by sexual exploitation. While data about sexual exploitation of all children is generally lacking, this is even more so when looking at boys specifically. For example, in the rare cases that countries collect prevalence data on sexual exploitation and abuse of children, samples are often limited to adolescent girls, obscuring any understanding of the unique experiences and vulnerabilities of boys. Yet, the limited evidence that is available about boys suggests that in certain contexts, boys are just as heavily impacted as girls, and in some contexts, maybe even more. Boys – regardless of whether they are heterosexual or of diverse sexual orientation – may even face legal consequences when they are victimised by a male offender in countries where homosexuality is criminalised.

Systemic gender norms around masculinity and femininity are important to consider in understanding child sexual exploitation and abuse. These norms typically hold that males are strong and resilient, while females are vulnerable. Such beliefs often hamper equitable and necessary discourse on the sexual exploitation of children of all genders, but especially for boys where the development of policies, practices, advocacy and research methodologies about the sexual exploitation of children regularly underrepresent or even completely leave out boys. “While many vulnerability factors for sexual exploitation and abuse are common to all genders, boys access to support is unquestioningly conditioned by gender norms, constraining their help-seeking behaviour and their ability to seek care.”

While these circumstances should not detract attention from continued research, advocacy, and support for girls subjected to sexual exploitation, there is a clear need for greater advocacy and a higher quality evidence-base on the sexual exploitation of children of all genders to better inform all work to prevent and respond.

A GLOBAL BOYS’ INITIATIVE

As the programmatic responses to identify and meet the particular needs of boys are scarce, ECPAT International launched the Global Initiative to explore the sexual exploitation of boys which activates our global network of member organisations in a range of research and response activities focused on boys. To meet the initial challenge of such limited data, in 2020-21, the Global Boys’ Initiative embarked on a series of research projects in 10 countries around the world, to shed light on understanding sexual exploitation involving boys, how they came into these vulnerable situations and what their needs are in terms of prevention, protection and services. India is an important target country for the study because whilst it has national legislation criminalising various crimes of sexual exploitation against children, there remains room for improvement to ensure boys genuinely receive the protection that the law establishes.

THIS REPORT

The organisation Stop Trafficking and Oppression of Children and Women, (hereafter referred to as STOP), has been at the forefront of actions to prevent and respond to sexual exploitation of children in India since 1990. STOP and ECPAT International partnered for a ground-breaking research project into the sexual exploitation of boys in India during 2021, with results captured in this report. The study was based upon primary field research (with frontline social support workers who support sexually exploited boys in India) as well as secondary data (a desk review of India’s legal framework that protects children from sexual exploitation and a literature review with a focus on boys). By identifying core themes emerging from this study, the results captured in this report are intended to inform service improvements to ensure that they are gender-sensitive and accessible for children of all genders. It is hoped that the results may also help to break down the stigma and taboos surrounding boys’ experiences of sexual exploitation and abuse. Clear recommendations for improvements that are driven by the evidence are also provided.
COUNTRY CONTEXT

India is an Asian country bordering Afghanistan and Pakistan to the north-west, China, Bhutan and Nepal to the north and Myanmar and Bangladesh to the east. According to the latest available statistics from UNICEF, the population of India was 1.380 billion in 2020, with 31.6% of the population being under 18 and 8.4% being under 5. Approximately 47% of boys and 48% of girls are not enrolled in upper secondary education which increases the risks of sexual exploitation. The World Bank estimates from 2015 indicated that 176 million Indians were living in extreme poverty which is likely to indicate heightened risk of children being sexually exploited. Child labour is widespread within India and recent research has shown how sexual abuse and exploitation are possible correlates of child labour in the Indian context.

Harmful gender norms prevalent in India can easily manifest into high levels of sexual violence against women and girls. However, boys may also be negatively affected by certain norms within India and research has shown a lack of focus on the vulnerabilities of boys to sexual crimes. Further, gender norms may also contribute to stigma and shame around sexual exploitation of boys in a different way; males are expected to be ‘strong’ and to ‘take care of themselves’, which discourages help seeking and perhaps even brings ridicule if a boy discloses he has been victimised. Therefore, it is expected that crimes relating to the sexual abuse and exploitation of boys are underreported in India.

Limited specific research on the exploitation of children in prostitution, and the barriers to reporting noted above, make it difficult to estimate the scale of this problem. A 2019 study on trends within child trafficking showed that children are exploited in brothels, massage parlours, spas and private houses of big cities.

India is identified by the US State Department’s annual report on trafficking in persons as a source, destination and transit country for trafficking for sexual purposes. The National Crime Records Bureau reported that in 2020, among the 2,222 child victims of trafficking 845 were girls and 1,377 were boys. However, these data are not disaggregated by type of exploitation (thus including together labour, sexual exploitation etc). While perhaps not clear and precise, boys are certainly amongst those children trafficked for sexual purposes in the country: aggregated government data from 2018 showed that among 489 children identified as trafficked for sexual exploitation and who were registered in Child Care Institutions, 451 were girls and 38 boys.

A 2020 research study on child sexual abuse materials in India indicated that there were as many as 5 million searches per month from Indian registered IP addresses that included search terms possibly related to child sexual abuse.

---

7 Government of India. (n.d.). India at a glance: Profile.
9 Ibid., 229.
material. Research has also uncovered the use of social media platforms to access children in the State of Goa for sexual exploitation.

INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL LEGAL COMMITMENTS

India has demonstrated its strong commitment to the protection of children’s rights through ratifying several international and regional instruments to protect children against sexual exploitation. The main international instrument underpinning the protection and defence of children’s rights is the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, which was ratified by India in 1992. This Convention is the primary international document that contains provisions to protect children from sexual abuse and exploitation. In 2000, in response to the rising concern of trafficking of children for sexual exploitation as well as other forms of sexual abuse and exploitation, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography was adopted. India last reported to the Committee on the Rights of the Child regarding the implementation of the optional protocol in 2011. In its Concluding Observations on the report submitted by India, the Committee expressed concern regarding the inadequate protection of boys and intersex children from sexual abuse and exploitation.25 And changes to national legislation in the last decade (described below) were a significant step forward in this respect. India has yet to ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure.

There are other instruments that have been adopted by the international community in its attempt to protect children from sexual exploitation and abuse. Through ratifying these instruments and agreeing to ensure their effective implementation and enforcement, India has endeavoured to adopt legislative measures to effectively prohibit the forms of sexual exploitation of children prescribed within.

The Constitution of India requires that the State directs its policy towards ensuring that “children are given opportunities and facilities to develop in a healthy manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity and that childhood and youth are protected against exploitation and against moral and material abandonment.” To meet its international as well as constitutional obligations, India has adopted a number of laws on child protection and welfare. The main laws on child protection are the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO Act), 2012 and the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015. In particular, the POCSO Act is the first act fully dedicated to sexual offences against children providing equal protection to boys and girls, as further described in the Thematic Analysis chapter below. Moreover, a landmark judgement by the Supreme Court on the unconstitutionality of the ban of homosexuality in combination with the existence

---

27 The International Labour Organisation Convention No. 182 Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (ILO Convention No. 182) was ratified by India in 2017, and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in persons, Especially Women and Children supplementing the UN convention against Transnational Organised Crime (UN Trafficking Protocol) in 2011.
of a specific gender-neutral act on sexual offences against children – the POCSO Act - has led to the increased use of its specific provisions on child sexual abuse to prosecute male offenders of boys instead of provisions criminalising same-sex acts.

Other relevant pieces of legislation are the Indian Penal Code,\textsuperscript{31} the Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956,\textsuperscript{32} the Information Technology Act, 2000,\textsuperscript{33} the Child and Adolescent Labour (Prohibition and Regulation), 1986,\textsuperscript{34} and the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006,\textsuperscript{35} which all criminalise certain offences relating to the sexual exploitation of children. Despite the adoption of a robust legal framework to safeguard the rights of children and to protect them from exploitation, abuse and violence, a few gaps persist in key areas as discussed in section 4 of this report.

\textsuperscript{31} Government of India. (1860). Indian Penal Code (No. 45 of 1860) (as amended in 2018).
\textsuperscript{34} Government of India. (1986). The Child and Adolescent labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986 (as amended in 2016).
METHODOLOGY

The main purpose of the research in India was to build an empirical base for better understanding of the sexual exploitation of boys. To generate new primary data, the methodology included a survey of frontline support workers with both quantitative and qualitative components, as well as a documentary analysis of national legislation related to sexual exploitation and abuse of children. The research in India had two main aims:

- To measure the access to, and quality and effectiveness of, support services regarding sexual exploitation and abuse that are available to boys in India.
- To identify the legal gaps, barriers, and opportunities in addressing the sexual exploitation of boys using a standardised method to review national legal frameworks.

FRONTLINE SUPPORT WORKERS’ SURVEY

Workforce surveys have increasingly been used as a tool in research to gain an understanding of the effectiveness of social support systems. Most commonly these surveys are used by health and social work professions to measure service delivery effectiveness and to examine the efficiency of public spending. Social support to children who are subjected to sexual exploitation and abuse is generally provided within the broader context of child protection.

Organisations in India who provide child protection support services were identified and approached by STOP. While this research focused on boys, very few focused services for boys exist in India, thus the sample included support workers who worked with sexually exploited children of any gender. Once identified, survey administrators from STOP contacted management staff of organisations to explain the survey and invite the participation of frontline staff. Participants were included on the basis that they were over 18 years of age, with at least twelve months’ experience in service provision and had a current caseload which included children.

An online survey that consisted of 121 multiple-choice and short open answer questions was developed in English in consultation with the Global Boys Initiative Steering Committee. The draft tool was then translated to Hindi and Bangla, and ECPAT International and STOP collaborated to check and contextualise the survey, which was pilot tested with a small number of local social support workers. The cohort was a ‘convenience sample’, and thus is not representative of the population of frontline support workers in India. The sample were also mostly urban based, as the majority of social support services tend to be concentrated in more populated urban areas. Further to this, different types of support services were included in the sample design. In total, 101 frontline support workers from India who were providing services for children subjected to sexual exploitation were included in the sample. The majority (57%) identified as female and 42% identified as male (with one worker choosing ‘other’). Most of the sample had bachelor or post-graduate degrees in areas relevant to child protection such as social work or psychology, with a small number having degrees unrelated to their current professions (e.g. engineering, political science, bio science, languages). Whilst half had spent less than 5 years in service, 37% had spent more than 10 years providing support to children; 93% worked for non-governmental organisations, 5% for faith-based organisations and two for government.

Self-administered online tools alone (emailing a survey link) have notoriously low participation rates. Thus, the design opted for in-person administration (but using an online tool).

36 Magadzire, P M et al. (2014, November) Frontline health workers as brokers: provider perceptions, experiences and mitigating strategies to improve access to essential medicines in South Africa.
Appointments were planned to occur face-to-face, but COVID-19 restrictions meant most were administered by phone call or chat apps. The administrators explained participation, sought written consent, and provided trouble-shooting and guidance throughout completion of the survey. The personal connection helped motivate participation.

As part of the survey, frontline support workers were given five hypothetical scenarios about sexual exploitation, which reflected unequal power relationships, gender norms and other intersectional vulnerabilities. Questions were interspersed as the scenario unfolded to unpack different attitudes and knowledge. Following each scenario, participants were asked to describe what practical steps they would take if they were supporting the children depicted. Their responses are interspersed throughout this report with the full scenarios and summarised responses presented in Annex 1.

Data collection took place between April and September 2021. Once data collection was completed, open-ended responses were translated to English, and cleaning and analysis was completed by an expert data analyst engaged by ECPAT International. Once completed, the analyst consulted with STOP for further insights and to validate the findings.

**ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATION**

A comprehensive analysis of the Indian legal framework addressing the sexual abuse and exploitation of children, with a focus on boys, was undertaken as a collaboration between STOP and ECPAT International. The analysis of the legal framework was conducted utilising a method and tools developed by ECPAT International. In particular, a checklist including approximately 120 points and sub-points was created to support the development of the analysis and ensure its comprehensiveness as well as consistency across countries.

**ETHICAL ISSUES**

Given the inherent vulnerability of children, research on child sexual abuse and exploitation must be designed in ways that abide by strict ethical standards. For this project, ECPAT International convened a panel of three global experts for an independent third-party review of the proposed methodology. A detailed research protocol that included mitigations for ethical risks developed, along with draft tools, was developed and shared with the panel. Detailed feedback from the panel was accommodated in two rounds of review before the project commenced.

Sampling frontline support workers - rather than children themselves - has the additional ethical benefit of reducing the need to engage large numbers of children in research who have had potentially traumatising experiences. As such, the experiences of boys have come from those working first hand with them.

Before conducting the online survey, all participants were informed about the purpose of the study and consent was obtained as an integrated part of the online survey tool. If any participant wished to withdraw from the study, they were free to do so at any time. Participants were also informed that their responses would be used to write a research report and to protect participant anonymity, names would not be requested at any stage of completing the survey. Qualitative data from frontline support workers in this report is identified with codes (e.g. FW 86).

**LIMITATIONS**

A limitation occurred as a result of the inclusion criteria. During design, the intent was to include frontline support workers who had recent experience of supporting children directly. Thus, inclusion criteria included requirements of recent work with children “within the last 12 months”. As data collection occurred in the first half of 2021, the impacts of COVID-19 restricting some service.
providers from being able to directly work with children became evident. More than 500 participants were invited to participate, but this inclusion requirement resulted in many dropping out. The pandemic also prevented the opportunity to interview the frontline support workers face-to-face.

Finally, it should be noted that the data is not statistically representative of the experiences of all frontline social support workers in India. However, the estimates, perceptions and experiences reported here offer valuable insight into an under-researched area and shed light on the access and quality of social supports for boys subjected to sexual exploitation and abuse in India. The findings are presented under emerging thematic issues around boys’ vulnerabilities, abilities to access support services and frontline worker’s ability to provide support to their needs.
A THEMATIC ANALYSIS

The analysis of the India research findings resulted in an emergence of critical themes which summarised the frontline workers’ experiences of the often hidden and complex vulnerabilities of the sexually exploited boys that they came in contact with. Such a thematic framework helps describe why the sexual exploitation of boys gets such minimal attention in India despite frontline workers’ awareness that the problem exists. The analysis of the layered vulnerabilities of these boys exposed the myriad of factors that explains why boys have little choice but to withdraw behind the gender-based norms of masculinity and patriarchy where they are expected to be independent, strong and resilient. They thus are forced to adapt to exploitative and abusive situations, suppress their feelings of hurt and vulnerability and usually avoid seeking help. All these experiences commonly proceed from the same regressive, harmful cultural and gender norms. Thus, the framework presented below provides a window in to how frontline workers view the sexual exploitation of boys and helps provide learnings for key duty-bearers to provide specific and tailored measures to better prevent and respond to this crime for all children.

LAYERS OR ‘TIERS OF VULNERABILITY’

India has many states that encompass diverse environments, ethnicities and customs as well as varying levels of wealth, education and living circumstances. Child protection systems are hugely influenced by wide-ranging pressures regarding efficiency and accountability. In essence, India is made up of states that are the size of many countries, each with diverse socio-economic characteristics that affect the vulnerability of children to a range of concerns, including sexual exploitation. As such, care must be taken in any data analysis not to assume representativeness. Nevertheless, research can still provide vital insights into patterns, push and pull factors regarding this complex topic to assist in tailoring prevention and response actions.

Socio-economic vulnerabilities impacting boys

Despite the lack of studies specifically exploring the sexual exploitation of boys in India, it can be assumed that there are a large number of boys living in extremely vulnerable socio-economic situations. By far the biggest concern raised by the frontline workers in the survey was ‘extreme poverty’ (68%). Despite substantial progress throughout the 2000’s in reducing absolute poverty in the country, this remains a widespread problem in India, with the latest World Bank estimates from 2015 indicating that 176 million Indians were living in severe poverty.40 This is an issue that has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent containment measures.41 High rates of poverty and growing inequalities push boys into migration (predominantly seeking work) with 38% of frontline workers identifying this as a main risk factor for sexual exploitation. Boys migrate between states and often end up working and living in street situations in big cities. Lack of secure employment, extensive child labour and the prevalence of bonded labour increase vulnerabilities. Workers also described that children are left vulnerable after a parent or caregiver migrates in search of work (see Figure 1 below).

---

39 The term ‘tiers of vulnerability’ was first coined by John Federick in a 2010 study on India. He used it to show successive tiers of vulnerability linked to child sexual exploitation and vulnerabilities that come from separation from family. See: Frederick, J. (2010). ‘Sexual abuse and exploitation of boys in South Asia: A review of research findings, legislation, policy and programme responses.’ UNICEF. Page 72.
41 Ibid.
Family violence (21%) was also identified as a common risk factor for boys to sexual exploitation and can be seen as having important independent psychological consequences also. Family backgrounds are a helpful discussion point for frontline workers to understand what the boys that they support may be experiencing:

“The boys usually describe the problems in the lives, such as the difficulties they have with their family and close friends. They also talk about their negative past experiences which make them feel vulnerable and embarrassed; and they frequently cry while sharing.” (FW 253)

India has rich ethnic diversity and a complex societal structure (known as the scheduled castes). As can be seen from Figure 1, 26% of frontline workers ranked such status as a key risk factor for sexual exploitation. The sexual abuse and exploitation of ethnic minorities and Dalit girls and women in India is well documented and whilst the numbers of Dalit boys trafficked for sexual purposes is unknown, social disempowerment likely makes them vulnerable.

Another population of boys which it can be assumed are especially vulnerable to sexual exploitation and abuse are those who live in urban slums. A large number of boys from urban slum settings are living or working in street situations. The number of children in street situations was recently estimated at 18 million, the largest number in the world. The majority of these children are boys. Global studies have identified that high proportions of boys in street situations report sexual exploitation. In India, a 2018 systematic review of child sexual abuse found that one third of adolescent boys in street situations reported forced intercourse. Similarly, growing up in environments such as in brothels or red-light districts, places children at high risk of sexual exploitation and abuse.

43 Sankunni, K. (2021). ‘Estimated 18 million children live on streets in India, home to one of the largest child populations on Earth’. Available at: International Day for Street Children | Estimated 18 million children live on streets in India, home to one of the largest child populations on Earth | India News (timesnownews.com)
46 Ibid.
Beliefs and practices impacting vulnerability of boys

Boys are generally considered capable of protecting themselves as they are perceived as strong, resilient and invulnerable: “Because boys are strong. Therefore, if they are sexually abused, they cannot express it.” (FW 188) Boys are expected to assert their masculinity, suppress their fears and to be independent, not in need of help. According to social norms in South Asia, post-pubescent boys are considered adults.47 58% of frontline workers identified these issues in their top three attitudinal vulnerability factors for boys. The high prevalence of this influences can also explain the underreporting of boys’ sexual exploitation.

Furthermore, any discussions of sex and sexuality are broadly viewed as uncomfortable: 68% of frontline workers identified this in their top three factors. This discomfort can also be aggravated by different social and religious influences and by tensions between modern and traditional norms (see Figure 2). Many of the frontline workers raised this barrier in their additional insights: “The taboo of talking about sex should be challenged. Only then can they share their problems with us.” (FW 260) and “If we can open up with the boys and if we can talk openly with them about sex and sexual life, then it will not remain that much complicated.” (FW 298)

Figure 2: Most common beliefs and practices which influence boys’ vulnerability to sexual exploitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking about sex and sexuality is considered taboo</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stigma and shame that victims often face (Culture of silence)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs that boys are strong, not vulnerable, and able to protect themselves</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs that boys enjoy sex and have control</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs that children are lower status and do not have their own rights</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The practice of touching a boy’s body as a way of showing affection</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g. pat on butt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict between modern and traditional norms</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g. creates a divide between children and adults)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs which accept corporal punishment or physical violence against children</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOYS’ LIVED EXPERIENCES

From the experience of the frontline workers, it appears that boys aged 6-10 years old are generally considered more vulnerable to sexual exploitation and abuse (31%). This is a higher percentage than found with girls of that age (21%) which most likely reflects that girls’ movements outside of the home are more restricted, whilst boys have relatively more freedom (see Figure 3). Adolescent boys aged 16-17 years was the next largest group (28%), perhaps illustrating risks experienced as they go in search of work.

The most common age that supported children experienced sexual exploitation and abuse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Boys Average %</th>
<th>Girls Average %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5 years</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17 years</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types of sexual exploitation observed

The frontline workers were asked to think separately about the boys and girls they supported and indicate different forms of sexual exploitation and abuse they encountered:

- **For boy clients:**
  - 19% had direct experience with boys exploited in the production of child sexual abuse material
  - 22% had direct experience with boys who had been groomed for sexual purposes
  - 20% had direct experience with boys who have been exploited through live-streaming of child sexual abuse
  - 24% had experience of boys that had self-created and shared sexual images or videos of themselves
  - 26% had experience of boys that had been trafficked for sexual purposes

- **For girl clients:**
  - 37% had direct experience with girls exploited in the production of child sexual abuse material
  - 43% had direct experience with girls who had been groomed for sexual purposes
  - 23% had direct experience with girls who have been exploited through live-streaming of child sexual abuse
  - 29% had experience of girls that had self-created and shared sexual images or videos of themselves
  - 52% had experience of girls that had been trafficked for sexual purposes

The most common exchange for sex was consistent between boys and girls with money, security, goods, and shelter ranked in that order (see Figure 4 below).

*Figure 4: What is the most common exchange made with children for sex in India?*
The 2020 Indian National Crime Record Bureau showed 2,471 reported cases of “procurement of minor girls”; out of 14 cases of “selling of minors for prostitution”, 2 concerned boys and 12 girls.\(^48\)

The representation of boys in the official data is extremely low, beyond likely underreporting already described, another consideration may be to understand that boys subjected to sexual exploitation in India may be targeted within the context of labour. These boys, and others including those collecting data, may not recognise or categorise the sexual exploitation for what it is. Boys can be trafficked for various purposes such as to work in agriculture, domestic service, factories, begging and for other small-scale industries although no official data is available to indicate the scale of trafficking of boys for sexual exploitation.\(^49\)

‘Voluntourism’ is another key concern related to the sexual exploitation of boys, particularly a risk as international travel begins to open up after Covid-19.\(^50\) Through this practice, children in residential shelters may be vulnerable to volunteers, some of whom may use this cloak of respectability of their volunteering to sexually exploit the children they are in contact with.\(^51\) In 2015, a British man was arrested in India after trafficking boys who lived in a residential centre that he ran.\(^52\)

The increasing use of mobile phones and the proliferation of Internet access across India,\(^53\) although bringing huge positives also presents potential risks of child sexual exploitation, offering offenders new ways to groom and exploit children. Growing awareness of these risks has seen increases of recorded incidents of cyber-crimes against children, with the National Crime Records Bureau reporting 1,102 cases of cyber-crimes against children in 2020.\(^54\) Among these 738 cases\(^55\) were registered as “cyberpornography/hosting of publishing obscene sexual materials depicting children”,\(^56\) a sharp increase compared to the 45 cases in 2018\(^57\) and 102 cases in 2019.\(^58\) In addition, Childline India Foundation reported that between April 2019 and March 2020, among the 73,165 calls regarding abuse and violence that they received, 489 were flagged as related to cyber-crime, which included cyber-bullying and child sexual abuse material.\(^59\) These numbers are likely the tip of the iceberg as global research indicates very few children impacted by online sexual exploitation tend to report.\(^60\)

**Offenders**

Although the vast majority of offenders of sexual exploitation of boys are male, evidence gathered from research globally shows that women account for a small proportion of offenders.\(^61\) Offenders may include both people committing abuse as well as those who facilitate the abuse. A 2006 study of sexual exploitation of boys in Hyderabad reportedly found a high percentage of female offenders with 75% of the boys reporting they were exploited by women. The female offenders contacted boys in street situations. They were described in the study as single, widowed or married with husbands away working.\(^62\)

The surveyed frontline workers indicated that 62% of the cases that they supported involving boys involved male offenders and 38% involved female offenders (this was different to the girls

---

51. Ibid.
52. The Times of India. (2016). 6 boys rescued from house rent by Brit.
53. Ibid. The Internet and Mobile Association of India reported that there were 504 million active Internet users in 2019 of which 71 million were estimated to be 5-11 years old - predominantly accessing the Internet through the mobile device of a family member. See: Internet and Mobile Association of India. (2019). Digital in India 2019 – Round 2 Report.
56. The terminology used by the Government of India is “Cyber Pornography/Hosting or Publishing Obscene Sexual Material depicting children”. ECPAT International advocates for the use of ‘child sexual abuse material’ in line with the Luxembourg Guidelines.
they supported, where 51% of the offenders were male and 49% female: see Figure 5 below). The high rates of female offenders can also be explained by this category including facilitators as well as the individuals abusing directly. Workers noted that boys’ experiences of sexual exploitation are consistently viewed as less traumatic than that for girls: “the biggest constraint is the assumption that boys do not face similar violence or intensity as compared to girls.” (FW 243) Research in other parts of the world has shown these attitudes are particularly common when offenders are female.63 This data highlights the need to shift attitudes in order to better address the involvement of female offenders of child sexual exploitation.

Figure 5: Gender and nationality of offenders of child sexual abuse and exploitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases involving boys</th>
<th>Cases involving girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated % of female offenders</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated % of male offenders</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated % of foreign offenders</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated % of national offenders</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frontline workers in India were asked about the common relationships with offenders that they witnessed (Figure 6). Family relatives were the most common for both male offenders (70%) and female offenders (68%). Other family friends, community members, and those in authority (e.g. teachers or religious leaders) also scored high. This data shows that children face risks of sexual abuse both in the private and public spheres whilst confirming that most sexual violence against children is perpetrated by someone that they know.

Figure 6: Top five most common offenders in the sexual abuse and exploitation of children in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For male offenders, what is the most common relationship to the boys?</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other relative (over 18)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community member (over 18)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family friend</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Step-parent</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person in authority (e.g. teacher, religious leader)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For female offenders, what is the most common relationship to the boys?</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other relative (over 18)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family friend</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community member (over 18)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Step-parent</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person in authority (e.g. teacher, religious leader)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For male offenders, what is the most common relationship to the girls?</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family friend</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other relative (over 18)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community member (over 18)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Step-parent</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person in authority (e.g. teacher or religious leader)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For female offenders, what is the most common relationship to the girls?</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family friend</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community member (over 18)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other relative (over 18)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Step-parent</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person in authority (e.g. teacher or religious leader)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcomes of sexual exploitation of boys

Research globally has shown that key outcomes of sexual exploitation of boys include a range of mental health concerns, substance misuse, and sexually transmitted infections.64 These, and other outcomes, may lead to dropping out of school, running away from home, and legal trouble and were all identified by the frontline workers in India during the survey:

“In the beginning they never open up...later, after the relation/rapport building stage they trust us and then speak. Normally their stories are based on betrayal, frustrations and breaking of trust. They also explain about their experience of nightmare, fear, anxieties and other regressive symptoms.” (FW 282)

In addition, it seems that the experience of sexual abuse has particular consequences for boys as compared to girls in respect to emotional and behavioural problems: “Boys, due to typical gender constructions and masculine mind set do not easily express their actual problems. It takes much longer time for them (than the girls) to express their actual problems.” (FW 216) and “they respond with aggression.” (FW 332) The frontline workers noted that female adolescents tend to engage in internalising behaviours while male adolescents engage in externalising behaviours. For example, one suggested that girls “lie and hide facts and show affection towards the abuser.” (FW 123) and “girls are concerned more about their own and parents honour.” (FW 314) as “the girl gets very scared thinking about her future, which makes her ashamed to tell.” (FW 429)

The India study showed that physical injury, mental health concerns and substance misuse are prominent outcomes for boys subjected to sexual exploitation. These boys are at very high risk of HIV/AIDS and other forms of sexually transmitted infections.65 In such contexts, a dual target approach that considers unsafe migration, poverty and neglect, sexually transmitted infections or substance misuse may be beneficial in providing support for boys to disclose sexual exploitation or abuse (without or without a disclosure of abuse). Similarly, training frontline workers in child maltreatment more generally is important in equipping them to be able to respond and prevent the onset of risks to sexual exploitation.

GENDER NORMS AND THE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF BOYS

Gender norms and the associated concepts of patriarchy, masculinity and gender-based violence are normally associated with the sexual violence of women and girls - the largest proportion of victims of sexual violence globally.66 However, these norms establish and maintain hierarchies of power and patriarchy both between and within genders.67 Whilst male perpetration may be seen as interpreting male identities, its flip side is that gender norms around masculinity and victimisation make boys particularly reluctant to disclose sexual violence for fear of being seen as weak. These gendered aspects of boys’ sexual exploitation are important as they often reflect gendered biases both from society and that boys have internalised themselves.

**Stigma, shame and the barriers to boys disclosing**

Survivors of sexual violence face deep-rooted stigma within South Asia. It can occur at a personal level with feelings of embarrassment or self-blame, to stigma from the family or community. Feelings of guilt and shame are fueled by misconceptions that boys cannot be victimised: “it is generally accepted that boys are not sexually abused as boys are very strong.” (FW 171) Another frontline worker explained “they get frightened to whom they should share their problem as they are boys and they feel ashamed to discuss that other boys indulge in abusing them.” (FW 263) One more stated “since boys are not meant to be weak, they can’t say if they are sexually abused because they are ashamed.” (FW 194) In essence, the stigma is based on the idea that sexual violence is degrading for the victim, not the offender.68 Within the context of this study in India, the burden of shame is thus carried by the boys: “a mockery of masculinity” as described by one frontline worker (FW 220) and they fear not being believed:

> “Teenagers do not discuss their sexual problems in detail because they will be considered stigmatised in the society. No one will believe them and people will think that they are liars, no one has wronged them so it must be their own fault.” (FW 292)

Even when a boy discloses abuse to a family member the information may go no further as families may fear stigmatisation if discussed outside the family69 One frontline worker described trying to respond to a boy saying that “the family was not supportive and told him what he felt is rubbish.” (FW 314) Furthermore, victimised boys rarely access essential support services such as health care for fear of humiliation, rejection and discrimination. Law enforcement officers tasked with registering criminal complaints of sexual abuse may recommend that survivors and their families drop their complaint to avoid potential ‘shame’ in their communities as mentioned by one frontline worker:

> “Firstly, there is a lack of awareness [as the boys] often do not realise that they are being sexually abused. Even if the adults are informed, often the complaint is not taken seriously. Even if he goes to the police station, the police station often refuses to take complaints. In short, the details of the torture are not available due to family cover-up, resulting in difficulty in filing statutory legal complaints.” (FW 100)

Globally, such harmful attitudes have been found to set significant barriers to boys disclosing with boys commonly less likely than girls to reveal their experience.70 Perceived negative consequences and responses to disclosure including guilt, self-blame, shame or a sense of personal responsibility for the abuse are commonly identified by boys.71 Even when they need help they may not disclose at first. As one frontline worker stated: “they don’t want to share what happened with them due to social stigma.” (FW 290)

Frontline support workers in India were asked to identify their top three barriers to boys’ disclosures from a list developed from the research literature. Figure 7 below shows that many responses were focused on social and gender norms, taboos surrounding sex and sexuality and stigmatisation related to victimisation of sexual violence: “fear and shame often impede these cases from being revealed.” (FW 83) Fifty-four percent identified ‘Talking about sex and sexuality is considered taboo’ as a top barrier that keeps boys silent about their experiences of sexual exploitation and abuse and 34% highlighted the ‘sensitive and upsetting nature of talking about the experience’. “Society’s
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70 For example, in a study in the UK, girls were four times more likely to disclose sexual exploitation than boys. See: Cockbain E., Ashby, M., & Brayley, H. (2017). Immaterial boys? A large-scale exploration of gender-based differences in child sexual exploitation service users. Sexual Abuse, 29(7): 658-684.
perceptions of sexuality create terrible obstacles.” (FW 167) lamented one support worker and “they feel ashamed – feel like they are not ‘manly enough’ – they feel scared of the society’s expectation at large.” (FW 333)

These experiences of boy victims are clearly reflected in the frontline workers’ responses on how to address barriers to disclosure as the boys are “afraid to disclose the incident that happened to them because they think that they will be seen with stigma in the society as well that they have misbehaved…” (FW 292) The recommended starting point was “eradication of this social stigma through awareness and talking about boys being victims of sexual abuse.” (FW 409) Another explained:

Some of the ways I as a service provider address these factors are - constantly encouraging discourse about false stereotypes about boys and men that make them vulnerable - talking about the mental health of boys and men is something that is crucial as well - making sure that [they] get to speak about such issues and know that they do not have to fit a certain mold that society has made for them.” (FW 332)
It should be noted that gendered assumptions about offenders can also lead to lesser reporting when females offend and males are victimised.\(^{72}\)

**Non-binary and transgender young people**

Sexual stigma is a form of social stigma against those who are perceived to be non-heterosexual because of their identities, behaviours or choices in life which heightens the risk of abuse: “when boys identify themselves as gay or transgender, or are particularly feminine, they are considered more vulnerable to sexual exploitation” (FW 354).

A recent study in India found sexual stigma was particularly damaging and led to high rates of violence and discrimination, denial of rights and attitudes of intolerance.\(^{73}\) One frontline worker for this study explained that “being non-binary makes others think they are born as a sex object.” (FW 214)

In some parts of India, ‘Hirjas’ – non-binary or third-gender people - perform at important social functions in the community such as wedding ceremonies or festivities to bless new-born children.\(^{74,75}\) Such events are noted for dancing, merry making and bawdy behaviour and as male guests get progressively drunk, can sometimes degenerate into physical assault, sexual assaults and gang rape.\(^{76}\) In some instances, boys with feminine gender expression are encouraged to join in this work, which may bring positives in terms of community connection, but can also bring risks of sexual exploitation.

Without addressing the sexual stigma faced from the wider community by gender diverse people, the options for them remain limited. As explained by one frontline worker:

> “We work with a group of transgender (30 people) in Puri and they are involved in sexual trades. The worst concern is that there are children below the age group of 18 years. They are also finding it easy for income. We work with them to develop their alternative livelihood so that they would not get involved in the trade.” (FW 282)

**THE LACK OF SPECIFIC AND TAILORED MEASURES TO PREVENT AND PROTECT BOYS FROM SEXUAL EXPLOITATION**

Although all children may be affected by sexual exploitation, research has tended to focus heavily on girls, due to the perception that girls tend to be more vulnerable to sexual exploitation.\(^ {77}\) However, from this study, it is clear that male victims of sexual exploitation are prevalent in India. Such abuse can have many harmful and specific psychological effects. As boys can struggle to acknowledge and disclose the exploitation they are experiencing, they also struggle to find appropriate services that can help them. It is with these barriers in mind that this section also looks at how boys are afforded protection within the legal system of India.

**Gaps in the legal frameworks and enforcement**

Whilst legislators and law enforcement are in agreement of the need for a robust legal

---


\(^{74}\) Dwivedi, V. (n.d.). ‘Sagas of stigma, shame and social exclusion of Hijras in India.’ (99+) Sagas of Stigma, Shame and Social Exclusion of Hijras in India | Vachaspati Dwivedi - Academia.edu

\(^{75}\) In the states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, these boys are known as launda dancers.


framework to tackle the problem of sexual exploitation of children, the power of the legal framework can easily become lost within loopholes or the understanding and consciousness of those tasked with protecting children. For example, in order to ensure the rights of all children below the age of 18 years and to define the scope of protection, it is vitally important that the national legislation adopts a uniform legal definition of the term ‘child’ in line with international standards that is consistently used across different laws. Currently, the Indian legislation does not use a uniform definition of a ‘child’ in line with international standards. Although the POCSO Act, the Juvenile Justice Act and the Information Technology Act define a child as anyone under the age of 18, section 2(aa) of the Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956 defines a child as a person who has not completed the age of 16 years. Further, the Immoral Traffic Prevention Act uses the term minor under Section 2(cb) for children aged 16-18 years. Furthermore, Section 2(ii) of The Child Labour (Protection and Regulation) Act, 1986 states that “child means a person who has not completed his fourteenth year of age” and “adolescent” means a person aged 14-18 years. Whilst these inconsistencies should not result in a barrier to accessing justice or protective services for boys, one frontline worker raised concerns about gaps in the legal framework saying “the scope of the law is not enough to support boys.”

The POCSO Act establishes the age of sexual consent at 18 for both boys and girls. Although the POCSO Act is gender neutral and provides equal protection to boys and girls from sexual offences such as sexual assault, penetrative sexual assault, and sexual harassment, the statutory rape provision under the Penal Code still uses a gendered definition of rape. Section 375 of the Penal Code (as amended in 2013) criminalises the rape of girls below the age of 18, thereby denying boys protection against rape. Since, the rape under Section 375 of the Penal Code only protects girls, male offenders who abused boys were often charged under Section 377 of the Penal Code (which criminalised homosexuality). However, in 2018, the Supreme Court of India delivered a landmark judgment declaring Section 377 unconstitutional as it criminalised homosexuality. Positively, this has led to the increased use of POCSA to prosecute male offenders for sexual abuse of boys, However, Section 377 is still yet to be repealed from the law.

The presence of gender bias is not limited to the offence of rape but extends to other offences as well. For instance, Sections 366 and 366A which deal with the procuration for prostitution protect only girls. Gender-biased provisions are also present in the procedural law of India. The Criminal Procedure Code allows the courts to make special provisions for the female victims of rape below the age of 18 thereby, excluding boys. Needless to say, these provisions are inconsistent with the gender-neutral international legal instruments to which India is a party. Boys deserve equal protection as girls against such heinous offences and a strong, gender-neutral legislation is the first and the foremost step to ensure that. In addition, the POCSO Act does not recognise any close in age exception for sexual contact between same-aged peers below 18 or any criteria to determine whether such sex was voluntary, well-informed and mutual. Boys could be held liable for the rape of girls under Section 375 of the Penal Code (discussed in detail later).

Read together with the Juvenile Justice Act,
2015, which allows the trial of 16 and 17-year-old children as adults in respect of heinous offences, a child above 16 years can be prosecuted for engaging in willing sex with a same-aged peer.

In India, the legal working age is 14. The Child and Adolescent Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986 prohibits children from being employed in any occupation or processes, except family enterprises or as a child artist in the entertainment industry. Further, the Act prohibits the employment of adolescent (aged 14-18) in any hazardous occupations or processes listed in Schedule to the Act. Accordingly, adolescents are permitted to work only in government declared non-hazardous occupations, in a family business or as an artist. In India, a large number of boys engage in child labour and labour exploitation is often linked with sexual exploitation. One frontline worker explained that they have supported sexually exploited boys whereby “some get taken out for a job but they did not get a salary on time, don’t get proper food......and they are not allowed to return home and they face a lot of issues.” One of the scenarios shared with frontline workers during the survey tackled the issue of “Dani” who was paid by a female neighbour to work on her farm. In the case study, Dani experienced sexual harassment. Whilst 86% of respondents correctly identified this as exploitation, the others were unsure. The exemption of ‘child artists’ also raises concerns for boys that become ‘luanda dancers’, a traditional dance troop of young boys popular at certain ceremonies in India and that can present risks of sexual violence and exploitation in prostitution as noted earlier in this report.

In India there is no specific legislation addressing risks of sexual exploitation in travel and tourism settings. With human trafficking, whilst the Indian legislation criminalises sale and trafficking offences under the Penal Code in order to constitute an offence, use of means that is, force, fraud, or coercion must be proved which for child trafficking is not compliant with the UN Trafficking Protocol. The laws also do not exempt children from being prosecuted for offences relating to sale and trafficking of children for sexual purposes raising concerns that the authorities have arrested, fined, penalised, and deported some child trafficking victims for crimes their traffickers compelled them to commit.

The frontline workers surveyed estimated that around 39% of boys they worked with had experienced sexual exploitation involving technology. However, the national legislation uses a broad terminology especially with regard to offences such as online grooming, online sexual extortion and live-streaming of child sexual abuse – which have not been categorically criminalised. These circumstances create doubt for frontline workers in how the law can assist in protecting children. During the presentation of different scenarios and the case of “Adam”, 19% of respondents failed to initially identify online sexual exploitation. Furthermore, bearing in mind frontline workers reported dealing with boys who had self-generated sexual images or videos of themselves (44% of their caseload), the legislation also needs to incorporate a provision that specifically excludes a child’s criminal liability for sharing such content, especially when compelled to do so in any abusive situation.

Capacity building around awareness of the different laws in India that can protect boys from sexual exploitation is also essential to empower frontline workers: “Increasing awareness on child sexual offences and the law against such offence... making all the duty-bearers and service providers accountable towards ensuring child’s rights and well-being.” During the frontline workers’ survey, it was evident that professionals are not always clear on how the existing legal framework can be used as shown in Figure 8 below.
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### Access to Recovery and Reintegration

For the timely and effective response to the sexual exploitation of boys, it is important that the professionals and institutions that work to protect them (healthcare professionals, social care professionals, teachers, law enforcement officers, the judiciary etc.) understand and are aware of the scale and scope of the problem, particularly because “the biggest constraint is the assumption that boys do not face similar violence or intensity is lower as compared to girls.” (FW 243) Whilst India does have programmes seeking to address the sexual abuse and exploitation of boys, the sheer immensity of the country means they are sparse and isolated so “India does not have as many quality male support centres as there are women support centres.” (FW 56) yet “the support given to girls should be given to boys also.”

They also need the same care and support.” (FW 263)

One challenge is that the sexual exploitation of boys in India can take a myriad of forms which keeps it hidden. This is hindered by the fact that boys are often referred to social services for other issues such as living in street situations, substance misuse or gang violence which masks other more complex experiences as they present themselves seeking “medical treatment, food, shelter.” (FW 367) Rescue of trafficked children and those in the worst forms of child labour is undertaken, often as raids, by Government agencies and non-governmental organisations with help from police. Often there is limited logistical planning ahead of raids and a lack of coordination between rescue and post-rescue support of victims. 97
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**Table: Worker knowledge of legislation related to sexual exploitation of children.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>I don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does India establish an age of sexual consent (statutory rape) for boys below 18?</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does legislation establish a close-in-age exemption to avoid criminalisation of peer-to-peer consensual sexual relationship?</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it specifically defined in law in India that it is a criminal offence to engage a boy below 18 in sexual activities for money?</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merely possessing child sexual abuse material with no intent to distribute/share criminalised?</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does Indian legislation explicitly state that a child victim can never consent to be trafficked?</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can child victims seek formal financial compensation via civil or criminal court proceedings from convicted perpetrators or country-managed funds?</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of any sexually exploited boys (below 18) who have received compensation?</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frontline support workers reached through this study provided a range of services through projects run by non-governmental organisations that largely fell into the following categories:

- **Physical and mental health support**: such as one-on-one counselling (68%), sexual health advice (62%), group psychosocial support (59%), medical care and treatment (51%) and LGBT specific support (14%).

- **Socio-economic support**: legal support (72%), basic supplies such as food and clothing (65%), economic assistance, cash transfers (33%) and reintegration support (38%).

- **Family support and accommodation**: support for families and caregivers (60%), residential care (45%) and semi-independent supported housing (28%).

- **Support to access education**: high school (52%) and tertiary studies (30%)

- **Non-formal education provided by organisation**: (53%), vocational training provided by their organisation (54%) and paying for access to non-formal education at other organisations (23%).

However, one frontline worker emphasised that there is a “lack of coordination and multi sectoral engagement of different departments to ensure linking with services.” (FW 546)

Overall, participants estimated that around half of their caseloads were boys and half girls. Approximately 46% of the boys were referred because of experience of sexual exploitation whilst 56% of the girls they supported were referred because of sexual exploitation. The similarities of these figures illustrate the importance of making sure that there is equal access to recovery and reintegration services for all children.

In light of the fact that services for boys are generally provided by non-governmental organisations, frontline workers identified the medical support given as either: good (24%); fair (40%); or excellent (4%); 33% felt the medical services available were poor. Similar figures were given for the quality of legal assistance with 31% identifying it as ‘poor’. The lowest scores were given to psychological care with 41% identifying the quality of services as ‘poor’ with only 7% rating it as excellent. One frontline worker noting “people in the system are not so skilled and sensitive.” (FW 314) The institutions for children in need of care and protection in India include children’s homes, open shelters, observation homes, special homes, place of safety, specialised adoption agencies and fit facilities. Most of the centres specifically available for boys are open-access night shelters or drop-in services for boy offering medical care, nutrition and shelter. Of the 9,589 child care institutions/homes in India, 91% were run and established by non-governmental organisations, supported or not by the government. Unfortunately, concerns have been raised about the oversight of these institutions. In February 2020, the Ministry of Women and Child Development shared that 49 complaints of sexual exploitation, torture and violence against children have been reported in child care institutions during the last four years. A significant challenge in recovery and reintegration is the lack of systematic follow-up and support of children subjected to sexual exploitation India has a severe shortage of mental health professionals generally, and this is also reflected in the lack of adequate psychological assistance and counselling to children subjected to sexual exploitation. As one frontline worker stated “there is a lack of proper structure with no well-defined pre-requisite of a person assigned to help [boys] professionally.” (FW 244) Furthermore, the lack of services specifically designed for boys can lead to less appropriate and potentially punitive responses to boys involved
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in sexual exploitation rather than the necessary specialised psychosocial and legal support that they need. Boys in India who need crisis accommodation following disclosure of sexual exploitation may find themselves in juvenile detention homes where they are seen as displaying behavioural problems rather than being in need of empathy and specialised care.\textsuperscript{104}

Frontline workers were asked to reflect on what is needed to improve the quality of services for boys in India. Most commonly they cited the need to raise awareness of the issue of sexual exploitation of boys "through awareness raising campaigns by both non-governmental organisations and government agencies" (FW 71) and with "proper allocation of funds and cross checking the same for proper use." (FW 255) The allocation of more resources was repeatedly cited whether it be "mandatory training" (FW 216) or "improved infrastructure" (FW 171). Also "To increase the child care institutions…to provide trained service providers." (FW 203) Outreach programmes which target boys in the settings where they are most vulnerable is a proven strategy that can have an impact;\textsuperscript{105} one frontline worker highlighted the benefit of "barefoot volunteers at risky places." (FW 282)

Finally, whilst the Indian legislation has incorporated important provisions relating to ensure children’s access to justice and legal remedies the information relating to the enforcement of these provisions is scarce. For instance, Indian legislation has explicit provisions for child victims of crime to access financial compensation although the efficacy of the compensation schemes set up in different states is doubtful. For example, a 2019 study highlighted the issues faced by child victims of rape and their families that affected their rehabilitation and social reintegration by interviewing 100 child victims which included 94 girls and 6 boys.\textsuperscript{106} The study found that out of the 100 children, only 15 children had received compensation, all of which were girls.\textsuperscript{107}

\textsuperscript{104} Tyagi, D. (n.d.) ‘The Murky Truth of India’s Juvenile Correctional Facilities and How They’re Destroying Young Lives’. The Story Pedia. Available at: The Murky Truth Of India’s Juvenile Correctional Facilities And How They’re Destroying Young Lives (thestorypedia.com)
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to build an empirical base for better understanding of the sexual exploitation of boys. Through a survey of frontline support workers, as well as a literature review of secondary data and legal analysis, a picture has emerged of the lived experiences of boys subjected to sexual exploitation in India. The frontline workers survey explored professional attitudes and perspectives of the sexual exploitation of boys. Generally, while attitudes differ, the findings from the survey, and from the existing literature, make the case that sexual exploitation of boys is clearly present, and in some contexts may be as common as it is for girls.

Attention and action to address the sexual exploitation of boys in India is impacted by pervasive gender norms and stigma, which also discourage boys’ help-seeking and disclosure and likely results in under-reporting in existing data. However, a 2018 systematic review of 51 studies concerning child sexual abuse in the country found that 10-55% of boys in school and college samples experienced some form of sexual harassment or violence as children. Prevalence of child sexual abuse and exploitation in general were reported to be highest with young people in street situations and with children working as domestic labourers.

While this study represents an important contribution to the limited knowledge of sexual exploitation of boys in India, the emerging evidence base remains underdeveloped and complex.

Four key themes emerged:

Layers or ‘Tiers of Vulnerability’

The risks of boys’ sexual exploitation in India can be compounded by a chain of disempowering norms and ideas around sexuality, childhood, gender, caste and power. Dominant patriarchal norms may result in closer supervision of girls, whilst boys have more independence. Heightened concern over girls’ vulnerability means the primary focus when considering child sexual exploitation and abuse is the risk of girls’ victimisation, leaving the vulnerabilities of boys underexplored. From the existing research boys migrating for work is clear. Child labourers are especially vulnerable and sexual exploitation can occur in this context. Extreme poverty remains one of the main factors pushing boys into circumstances of sexual exploitation, with offenders exchanging money, shelter or survival with boys for the exploitation. Negative coping strategies such as substance misuse can be exploited by offenders and exacerbate boys’ vulnerabilities.

There remains a lack of knowledge about the vulnerabilities of male and non-binary children to sexual exploitation and a range of norms conceal the issue – which can also be internalised by boys themselves.

Boys Lived Experiences

The frontline survey data revealed a higher than expected proportion of women involved in the sexual exploitation of boys (38%). Identifying and acknowledging abuse by female offenders is difficult for a range of reasons. Professionals need to overcome their reluctance to accept that it can happen. The reviewed literature also identified the tendency for sexual exploitation by a female offender to be treated as less serious than that perpetrated by a male.

The physical, psychological and social harm experienced by boys documented in different studies has clearly demonstrated the trauma and stigmatisation that these young people feel and concurrent negative mental health outcomes.

---
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These boys are also at very high risk of sexually transmitted infections and risks of the impacts from substance misuse. These circumstances can all contribute to the vicious cycle of exploitation which makes it so much more difficult for boys to break out of.

**Gender Norms**

This study has shown how harmful gender constructions have created myths about male roles and led to inadequate protection of boys in relation to sexual exploitation. The shame and stigma that surrounds abuse of boys usually discourages their disclosure, keeping the problem hidden and the offenders safe from any exposure and punishment. Gender norms presume that boys are ‘strong’ and less affected by abuse. Even if a boy wishes to report, those responsible, including the police, may discourage or block investigation or follow-up.

Dalit boys are vulnerable to trafficking due to their social disempowerment, and their presence in unskilled and poorly protected labour contexts may also make them vulnerable to sexual exploitation. Non-binary and transgender young people may be at risk of sexual exploitation through risky work in entertainment by hirjas at marriages and other ceremonies.

**Lack of Specific and Tailored Measures**

India has ratified most major international conventions against child sexual exploitation and is party to additional international legal frameworks. While national level legislation has gradually adapted to align with its international commitments, limitations still exist. Many offences relating to children are grouped with those relating to adults and gendered provisions still provide unequal treatment of boys and girls. Even within the existing commitments enshrined in the law, there are limitations observed in practical implementation. Capacity-development measures are needed to improve awareness and education of professionals working on sexual exploitation of both girls and boys, including on child-sensitive justice measures.

Across India there is more awareness, outreach and residential caregiving for girls than boys, with most of it provided by non-governmental organisations. However, the sheer scale and size of India means existing programmes vary in scope, outreach and effectiveness and are limited for boys. Boys may be supported through open-access night-shelters or drop-in centres providing medical care and nutrition. However, professionals are poorly trained in dealing with children from a gender perspective leaving boys less likely to be able to access comprehensive and specialised protection and support. Whilst a boy may be identified as having physical or mental health issues, relevant professionals may not have the necessary skills or training to link the symptoms to harms created by sexual exploitation and thus fail to refer the child for appropriate recovery and reintegration services.
RECOMMENDATIONS

**LEARNING 1:** Layers of vulnerabilities make many boys in India especially vulnerable to sexual exploitation and abuse.

- Develop affirmative provisions within national and state policies to mainstream boys’ issues in relation to specific areas of vulnerabilities such as migration, child labour and boys living and working on the streets.

- Carry out comprehensive learning needs assessments with a range of service providers (social, community workers, medical, legal professionals etc.) and develop a learning curriculum, essential elements of which can be incorporated into existing orientation, training and continued professional development. Existing resources exist and may be easily adapted.  

- Establish a child protection community of practice (locally and nationally), to share experience, knowledge and develop guidance, strategy, learning, and practice related to sexual exploitation and abuse of boys across the workforce of child protection practitioners.

- When boys do not know about sex and the risks of sexual exploitation and abuse, it enables offenders to take advantage. Ensure knowledge reaches all children including information about sex, sexuality, consent, personal boundaries, what adults and others around them can and cannot do. Take time to listen and talk with boys about sexual exploitation and abuse.

- Discriminatory attitudes remain regarding boys of different sexual orientation and young people with diverse gender identity, and the intersections with child sexual exploitation and abuse. This can prohibit children who are subjected to sexual exploitation from disclosing and seeking help. Work to reduce these attitudes must be increased. Partner with organisations that specialise on working with individuals of differing sexual orientations.

- Develop and expand counselling, vocational and life skills programmes tailored to boys’ needs; Expand and integrate interventions to address substance abuse and other negative coping strategies.

- Children with disabilities are rarely recognised as vulnerable to sexual exploitation and were not specifically mentioned by frontline workers surveyed. Therefore, develop initiatives to improve public awareness of the risks for children with disabilities, and train and promote closer collaboration between people working with children and sexual exploitation and disability experts.

---

LEARNING 2: There are critical gaps in data and knowledge about the scale and scope of sexual exploitation of boys in India

- Prioritise research and gathering of primary data that highlights the experiences and perspectives of boys involved in sexual exploitation. Qualitative, gender inclusive research may be especially helpful within this context to explore their lived experiences, the help-seeking process, their expressed needs and ideas about how and what type of services and support should be available. Make this information publicly available.

- Promote collaborative research between academic researchers, non-governmental organisations and government; ensure the participation of vulnerable and sexually exploited boys so that their voices, experiences and ideas are used to shape recommendations for future policy and programme development.

- Research needs specifically identified from this study include but not be limited to:
  - Examination of particular contexts where boys are vulnerable (e.g. labour, migration, street living, travel and tourism, residential institutions including religious institutions); studies should also be directed at disadvantaged groups such as ethnic minorities or those non-binary genders;
  - Explore how gender norms are experienced by boys including construction of masculinities and male sexuality;
  - Conduct research on emerging manifestations of online sexual exploitation of boys;
  - The full gamut of offenders of sexual exploitation of boys including female offenders and male offenders who associate as heterosexual;
  - Productive help-seeking behaviours of boys and their psychosocial, mental, and physical health needs;
  - Issues related to the lack of compensation for child victims, especially boys.

- Data collection and monitoring for child protection should be significantly improved. This includes the development and implementation of systematic, disaggregated national data collection, including databases, baseline studies and progress indicators.

LEARNING 3: Harmful gender norms contribute to the vulnerability of boys and inhibit them being perceived as victims of sexual exploitation and abuse.

- Critically reflect on gender norms and gendered aspects (such as masculinities, patriarchy and power abuse). Provide information and education on boys’ issues and male gender issues to show how boys are vulnerable to sexual exploitation and abuse, that they can be victims, and need adequate protection and support.

- Develop and implement mechanisms to evaluate the effectiveness of awareness-raising and prevention operations.

- Provide resources and embed essential learning on the sexual exploitation of boys within existing professional training and orientation materials.
Dismantle discomfort around discussions on sex, sexuality and traditional social norms that may be harmful amongst caregivers, support workers and other adults who come into contact with children.

Create opportunities for boys to participate in matters that affect them and to be able to express their views; Listen and engage with boys about their worries and experiences, and how they view gender norms that have an impact on their lives. ECPAT International’s Survivor Conversations approach in research and consultation can be used to talk with boys and develop responses addressing their vulnerability.

Conduct capacity building for frontline professionals such as healthcare workers, social workers, caregivers and law enforcement to reduce discrimination and hostile attitudes towards particular groups of boys such as those engaged in prostitution or young people with diverse sexuality or gender identity.

Increase the number of projects using peer educators and outreach workers to identify and support vulnerable boys and boys subjected to sexual exploitation.

LEARNING 4: There are a lack of specific and tailored measures that are male sensitive and inclusive of appropriate child protection responses.

Strengthen collaboration agreements and protocols between non-governmental organisations and government agencies to ensure coordination and service referral for boy victims.

Needs assessments and capacity building of frontline workers along with evaluation of existing services are required and should be prioritised, to contribute to the development of inclusive, gender- and trauma- informed skills for practitioners.

Invest in prevention programmes to address the root causes and multiple vulnerabilities that place boys and girls, families and communities at risk of child sexual exploitation and abuse.

Develop more drop-in services and outreach programmes directed at boys in low-level labour or living and working on the streets.

Make access to compensation and information on procedures accessible to all children by increasing awareness with boy victims around compensation seeking mechanisms.

Recommendations for law makers for legal changes include:

- India should ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure;
- Amend all gendered provisions to cover children of all genders, such as Article 366A of the Penal Code to cover procuration of all children and Article 375 of the Penal Code to criminalise the rape of both boys and girls;
- Create separate offences relating to prostitution and trafficking in respect of children to aid prosecution efforts and enhance the protection of children and to prevent them from being held liable for their own exploitation;

Recommendations for law makers for legal changes include:

- India should ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure;
- Amend all gendered provisions to cover children of all genders, such as Article 366A of the Penal Code to cover procuration of all children and Article 375 of the Penal Code to criminalise the rape of both boys and girls;
- Create separate offences relating to prostitution and trafficking in respect of children to aid prosecution efforts and enhance the protection of children and to prevent them from being held liable for their own exploitation;
Establish a separate offence of child trafficking to ensure provisions related to the trafficking of children take precedence over the trafficking offences contained under the Penal Code;

Amend the definition of child sexual abuse material given under the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act to include “any representation” of child sexual abuse materials and “depictions of sexual parts of a child for primarily sexual purposes” to be in full compliance with international standards; Legislation needs to incorporate a provision that specifically excludes a child’s criminal liability for sharing self-generated sexual content (through sexting) especially when compelled to do so in an abusive situation; Enact legislation that explicitly criminalises the live streaming of child sexual abuse.

Strengthen the legal framework governing the sexual exploitation of children in the context of travel and tourism in the country so that related offences are explicitly defined and criminalised and introduce binding regulations for the tourism industry;

Remove the double criminality requirement for both extraterritorial jurisdiction and extradition for sexual exploitation of children offences.
Support workers were given five hypothetical scenarios about sexual exploitation, which reflected unequal power relationships, gender norms and other intersectional vulnerabilities. Questions were interspersed as the scenario unfolded to unpack different attitudes and knowledge. Following each scenario, participants were asked to describe what practical steps they would take if they were supporting the children depicted.

“Adam”

19-year-old Petti pays a 17-year-old cousin, Adam, to undress while filming. Adam agrees to do it without concerns.

81 percent of participants agreed that Adam had been sexually exploited, with 14% judging that Adam was not a victim and 5 were uncertain.

“Peti later posts this video to his online social media accounts that are publicly visible (no payment is needed to access them).”

With this additional revelation, 83% were clear that Peti had committed sexual exploitation, however 11 believed he had not done wrong.

“Zoli, who does not know Peti or Adam, finds and watches the video online from home elsewhere in the country.”

Given this information, only 64% of participants responded that this viewing of child sexual abuse material was sexual exploitation. Twenty-three per cent did not believe viewing child sexual abuse material was problematic. Access to Recovery and Reintegration and 13 respondents were unsure.

The practical steps or immediate responses suggested by support workers were mostly centred with legal action highlighting children being used for business purposes in India is a general concern:

Most support workers suggest reporting to police should be the first step to hold the social media service providers and stop spreading the content. (FW 216, FW253, FW 290, F291, FW292, FW 298, FW354, FW546)

“Immediately talk to Adam and his parents and lodge a FIR at police station against Peti. Since Zoli stays somewhere else, it would be difficult to access him, otherwise case can be lodged against him also.” (FW216)

“First step would be to collect the data and take it to local law enforcement and relevant cyber security department to get the content banned. Next will be filling a formal complaint against the offender.” (FW243)

Whilst some also suggest educating Adam about good touch and bad touch, sexual abuse and its impact and connect him with Child protection services (FW 208, FW 281). Others suggested first step should be to stop spreading video and protection of Adam (FW 281, FW 332, FW 370).
“Abel”

Abel is a 7-year-old boy whose mother struggles to make ends meet in their rural village. His uncle, Gergo, has a good government job and has always given money to help the family out. Recently, during a visit to Abel’s family home, the uncle asked Abel to sit on his lap and touches him.

Fifty percent agreed that Abel had been exploited, yet 35% said that he had not been exploited, and 15 participants were uncertain.

“What Abel was sitting on the uncle’s lap, the uncle began to touch his private parts. Abel’s mother then walks into the room and realizes that something is happening. The uncle reminds Abel’s mother of how happy he is to be able to visit them today and provides her with some money.”

The majority of participants (77%) now believed that the uncle had committed sexual exploitation, although 18 still held that he had not committed sexual exploitation, and five were uncertain.

“Abel’s mother nodded, closed the door and went out of the house”

The majority of support workers (77%) believed that Abel’s mother was responsible for facilitating sexual exploitation, but 16% believed that she was not to blame, and seven remained uncertain.

Most of the support worker’s practical responses to this scenario focused on immediate rescue of Abel, suggesting to seek support through child protection hotline (Child Line India Police), placing the child at safe home and then initiate legal action against both the uncle and the mother (FW 71, FW 89, FW 194, FW 455).

Some participants think that the mother is equally responsible for the exploitation of the child and so legal action should be taken against her and Gergo (FW 149, FW 139, FW 316, FW 225).

Some participants suggested on correcting or educating Abel about the difference between ‘good touch’ and ‘bad touch’ and seeking help in any abusive situation (FW 184, FW 167).

“Dani”

Dani is a 16-year-old boy who prides himself on being a hard worker. When his adult neighbour, Sandor, asked if he could help work on her farm for payment, he was happy to help. While Dani was working around the farm, Sandor invited Dani into the house for lunch. Sandor sat very close to Dani and touched his arm often while chatting. Dani felt very uncomfortable.

Seventy-two percent of participants said that Dani had experienced sexual exploitation. While Fifteen percent participants think that the act of touching an arm while chatting may not constitute sexual exploitation and 13 participants were uncertain about the situation.

“The next time Dani helped at the farm; the same thing happened at lunch. This time, Sandor touched Dani’s thigh. This also made Dani very uncomfortable.”

In this clearer situation, more support workers (86%) believed that Dani had been exploited though 9 still held that he hadn’t, and five were uncertain.

Many of the ‘practical steps’ focused offering education and awareness to Dani on “good touch and bad touch” (FW 255, FW316, FW409), ask the child to stop visiting places with risk (FW 253, FW220, FW139, FW409) and to have the “courage to seek help” (FW255, FW348, FW546) and to protest the woman’s attempted child sexual

113 It should be noted that while popular, education regarding sexual abuse has moved away from this older terminology of ‘good and bad touch’. It has been noted that children may internalise the ‘bad’ as a judgement of themselves. Terminology that educates children about control over their bodies or ‘bodily autonomy’ is preferred. A good example can be seen in NSPCC’s Talk PANTS with Pantosaurus. PAHCHAAN has translated one of the songs of ‘My body is my body’ by Christy Sykes.
exploitation and not visit her house (FW 255, FW 243).

A group of participants also suggest to consult with the family to take legal action by filing a Sexual harassment case under POCSO Act India (FW 455, FW 467).

“Jani”

Jani is 15 years old, although he looks older. He self-identifies as gay. On the weekends, Jani meets men, who he describes as his ‘boyfriends’. He has sex with them and accepts money and gifts. When asked about these encounters, Jani says that it is his choice, and that other people should mind their own business.

Seventy-eight percent of workers correctly identified Jani as a victim of sexual exploitation, although fifteen percent did not and seven were uncertain.

Considering “the men” that Jani meets on the weekends, eighty percent (80%) participants correctly identified the men as exploiters, 13% did not, and seven were uncertain.

Most (78%) of the support workers indicating that Jani had experienced sexual exploitation however also expressed the necessity of educating the child about his age as minor (15 years), his qualification to make such decision, local laws and its implications:

“Jani should be told calmly that he is still a minor. It is not possible to make such a decision on his own without a mature mind and mature body. In order to make him aware, the details of some previous incidents can be given and he should be assured to be by his side in case of danger.” (FW 167)

Supporting the fact that Jani is exploited, most participants recommend counselling and professional intervention (FW 71, FW 253, FW 255, FW 282, FW 332).

“Educate Jani about the laws and sexual transmitted diseases. Moreover, also enlightening him that his regular encounter with his so called boyfriends can turn into an abuse where he would not be able to defend himself because he is young.” (FW 253)

Some participants suggest to support Jani to lodge complaint and seek legal support (FW 331, FW 384, FW 409, FW 455, FW 493).

“Marci”

Marci is 17 years old and identifies as a transgender person. Marci used to live in the countryside but faced discrimination from family and neighbours. Marci moved to the city but could not find a place to stay. Marci has not been able to find work and is homeless. Marci needs to pay for food, so quite often meets men and sometimes women, and has sex with them for money. Marci accepts that this life is tough but only temporary.

Eighty percent of participants correctly identified Marci as a victim of sexual exploitation, though 13% held that Marci had not been exploited and 7% is uncertain.

“On one occasion, Marci was arrested for prostitution and intends to plead guilty.”
Eighty percent of participants correctly identified that the men and women that Marci met for sex had committed sexual exploitation, while 12% disagree and 8% were uncertain.

While majority of the participants have identified the case as sexual exploitation, the practical responses mostly emphasised on helping the child with comprehensive livelihood support including shelter, food, income, counselling (FW 253, FW 89, FW 139, FW 149, FW 208, FW 255, FW 314, FW 409, FW 267).

Some suggest Marci needs to connected with a specialised institute or non-profit organizations for comprehensive support:

“First, for the most, I will make sure Marci to get in touch with some non-profit organization and institution who work for the welfare of the third gender person who can provide food and shelter to them. Then I will try to find out some livelihood opportunities for Marci. And also try to take some legal action against those men and women who took advantage of Marci situation.” (FW348)

“Marci shall be provided immediate shelter and food facilities queer affirmative counselling. Vocational training, connect him with an LGBTQ organization.” (FW332)

Participants also suggest to handle such cases with positivity and compassion (FW 71, FW 291).

“Provide individual counselling to help Marci deal with the negative experiences of hard life. Help Marci in exploring career fields that would best suit Marci’s interest and education and explain that regular sexual encounter with adults can lead to sexual transmitted diseases and also that there are other better ways of earning money.” (FW253)

Whilst a group of participants also suggest to seek legal action (FW409, FW 331, FW455, FW493, FW 521).